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Abstract 
We study the partially ordered abelian group, F(P,R), generated by a set of generators, P, 
and inequality relations, R, and its representations in Euclidean space. First F(P,R) is defined 
by a universal property and then existence is shown proof-theoretically. We then characterize 
the order structure of F(P, R). The first main result of the paper utilizes the Marriage Theorem 
to prove that if the set of relations, R, is derived from a finite partially ordered set then F(P, R) 
is isomorphically embeddable in N" for n sufficiently large. The second main result utilizes the 
Compactness Theorem to prove that for finite R, F(P,R) is pseudo-Archimedean. 
1. Introduction 
An abelian group equipped with a partial order on its elements, >~, is called a 
partially ordered abelian group if the order respects the addition operation, i.e. the 
compatibility axiom (CA) holds: 
a >~ b =7 a + c >~ b + c 
for all elements of the group, a,b,c. Notice that transitivity of the order relation 
immediately yields 
a>~b, c>~d ~ a+c>~b+d.  
All groups considered in this paper are abelian and partially ordered abelian groups 
will simply be referred to as pogroups. An example of a pogroup is Nn under the 
product order. 
Suppose we have a poset, P, and desire to extend it to a pogroup, i.e. we want to 
find an addition operation compatible with the order of the poset. To generate a group 
we could simply take the free abelian group generated by the set, F(P),  but we must 
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also specify the order relations on F(P). In general, there will be many possible partial 
orders on the elements of F(P) compatible with the group addition. We may generalize 
this process by starting with any set P and any set of linear inequality relations on 
P, R, and extend P to a pogroup where all the relations in R are satisfied. The first 
proposition of this paper shows that there is a unique pogroup, F(P,R), satisfying a 
universal property that characterizes it as the most general extension possible. Other 
results in this section characterize the order relation of F(P,R) as the smallest order 
possible and exhibit the general structure of an element of this minimal order. 
Section 3 investigates representations of F(P,R) in Euclidean space. The main 
theorem utilizes a result from combinatorics, the Marriage Theorem, to show that 
if P is a poset and R is the set of relations in P, then F(P,R) is embeddable in 
Euclidean space. Finally, we prove several conditions necessary for the general prob- 
lem of embedding F(P,R) in [~n, utilizing a consequence of the compactness theorem 
for first-order logic. 
2. Finitely presented pogroups 
Definition 1. Let P be a set and let R be a set of formulas of the form blal + 
b2a2 + •. • + bna, >~0 where all bi are integers and all aj E P are distinct. The abelian 
pogroup presented by P and R, F(P,R), is the abelian, partially ordered group satis- 
fying the formulas in R such that there exists a set map i : P --~ F(P,R) such that for 
all abelian pogroups G, and maps f : P --~ G which preserve all relations in R there 





Inequalities expressed in the form blal + b2a2 +. . .  + bnan>~O are said to be in 
standard form. For example, the standard form of the inequality a~> b is a -  b 1> 0. The 
above universal property enjoyed by F(P,R) states that for every map f preserving 
relations in R there exists a unique pogroup homomorphism f '  which makes the above 
diagram commutative. 
The set P is called the set of generators and R is called the set of relations for 
F(P,R). Intuitively F(P,R) is the 'most free' way to extend the set P to a partially 
ordered group such that all the relations in R are maintained. Actually, the above 
definition can be expressed in more general terms as is done in universal algebra [4]. 
Existence of F(P,R) follows from general theorems in universal algebra but the next 
theorem demonstrates that F(P,R) exists by exhibiting it proof-theoretically. 
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Proposition 1. For every set of" generators, P, and set of relations in standardJorm, R, 
there exists a unique abelian pogroup, F(P,R), satisfying the above conditions. 
Proof. Let L be the language of ordered groups with a constant symbol for each 
element of P. Let T be the first-order theory in L composed of the axioms for abelian 
partially ordered groups and the elements of R. Let G be the free abelian group gen- 
erated by P. An element of G has the form 
blal + bza2 + ... + bnan, 
where all bi are  integers and all ai are distinct elements of P. We will designate an 
element of G in vector notation: 8. Define an equivalence relation on G as follows. If 
8,b E G then 8 - b iff T ~- ~ = b. Let F(P,R) be G/ = (in the sense of universal 
~'. ~, ~'. algebra). Let ~ =-- ~' and b = Then T ~- ~ = and T ~- b = So 7" ~ ~ + 
8 '+ b' and therefore addition in F(P,R) is well-defined. Now define a binary relation. 
>~F, on F(P,R) as follows. If A,B ~ F(P,R) then A>~B iff there exists a ~ A and 
b ~ B such that T k- a~>b. Clearly, if ~ = 8 and b~ ~ b then T ~- >~b'. Thus, the 
definition of the order relation does not depend on the representatives chosen from the: 
equivalence classes. That F(P,R) is an abelian, partially ordered group satisfying the 
above universal condition follows from the next two lemmas. The uniqueness of F(P, R) 
follows from arguments tandard for universal objects and commuting diagrams. [~3 
Lemma 1. F(P,R), as defined in the above theorem, is a partially ordered, abelialt 
group. 
Proof. That F(P,R) is abelian follows from the fact that T proves that rearrangement 
of elements of P in vectors preserves equality. Therefore, rearrangements of vectors 
preserves equality. Thus, 
[8 ]+[b]=[~+b]=[b+~] : [b ]+[a] .  
Notice T k- ~>~8 because for each element of P, a, T ~- a )a  and T also contains 
the order-addition compatibility axiom which allows us to prove equality for equal 
vectors. Therefore, [8] >~v [a] and >~F is reflexive. Suppose now that [8] ~F [b] and 
[b] ~>F[~]. So Tk -~>band T~-b>~.  Therefore, TF -~=band [~] = [b]. So ~>~ 
is antisymmetric. Now suppose [~] ~F [hi ~F [C]. Then T k- 8>~b and T ~- b>~5. So 
by the transitivity axiom, T k 8~>~. Thus [8] ~>e [5] and >~F is transitive. Finally, if 
[a] ~/F [b] then T ~- ~>b and so T ~- ~ + ~>~b + 5. Thus, [~] + [5] ~>F [b] + [5] and 
the partial order on F(P,R) respects the group addition operation. [] 
Lemma 2. F(P,R) satisfies the universal condition defining the abelian poqroup 
presented by P and R. 
Proof. Let i • P --+ F(P,R) be defined by i(a) ~- [a]. Now let G be a partially ordered 
abelian group, f : P --~ G such that for all relations in R, blal + b2a2 + ... + b,,a,, >~0 
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where all h i are  integers and all aj E P, we have bl f(al ) + b2f(a2) +.. .  + bnf(an) >~ O. 
In other words, f preserves all relations in R. To define f~ : F(P,R) --+ G it suffices to 
define f ' ( [a ] )  = f (a)  for all a E P. In fact, to satisfy commutativity of the universal 
diagram this is the only way to define ff([a]) .  Then general elements of the form 
bl [al ]+b2 [a2]+" • -+bn[a~] must be mapped to bl f(al  )+bzf(a2)+...+b~f(an) because 
this and only this extension makes f~ a group homomorphism. Thus, we have shown 
the uniqueness of f t .  Now we show the map f~ is well-defined. I f  a = b then T ~- a = b. 
Since f preserves all relations and G is an abelian pogroup we must have f (a )=f (b )  
so f~ is well-defined. Finally, if [~] ~>g [b] then T F- ~>~b. Since G ~ T (actually G 
satisfies modified elements of  R where all appearances of  elements of P, say a, are 
replaced by terms f (a) )  we have G ~ f(8)>~f(b). Therefore, f ' ( [8 ] )~>af ' ( [b ] )  
and f t  is a pogroup homomorphism. [] 
Example 1. Suppose P = {a,b} and R = ~3. Then F(P,R) is the free abelian group 
on two elements, Z ~ 7?, and ~>F = 0. 
Example 2. Suppose P = {a,b} and R = {a-  b>~0}. Then F(P,R) is again (isomor- 
phic to) 7? @ 7?. This time ~>F consists of  all relations of  the form 2a >~F 2b, 3a >~F 3b, 
a+b>~F2b,  2a>~Fa+b,  etc. 
We now know that for every P,R F(P,R) exists but what does F(P,R) look like? 
What is the order structure on F(P,R)? The only relations in F(P,R) are those that are 
forced by demanding that F(P,R) be a partially ordered group, i.e. >~ is the minimal 
order which includes all the elements of R and which is compatible with the group 
structure of  F(P,R). 
Proposition 2. The partial order on F(P,R) is the intersection of all partial orders 
containing R and compatible with F(P,R) as a group. 
Proofi Let S = Ni S/ where S/ is a partial order containing R and compatible with the 
group structure of  F(P,R). Let [8], [b] E F(P,R) with [8] >~F [b]. Then T ~-8~>b and 
so every partial order compatible with the group structure of  F(P,R) contains the pair 
([~], [b]). Thus ([~], [b]) E S. Since the order on F(P,R) is compatible with the group 
structure it is one of the Si's and so if ([8], [b]) c S then [8] ~>F [b] in F(P,R). [] 
We now give an explicit characterization f the order relation of F(P,R), )F. Recall 
from the construction of F(P,R) that i fA,B E F(P,R) then A ~>B iff there exists a E A 
and b E B such that T ~- a i> b. In an attempt o clearly illustrate the implications of 
this definition we introduce the idea of an order decomposition. 
Definition 2. Let ~ = bla~ + b2a2 +''"  + bnan where all bi's are  integers. An R-order 
decomposition for ~ is a set of vectors {~I,~2,...,Pj} such that for each i, ~i~>0 c R 
and ~ = rl +" • • + ~. Write ~ ~>r 0 iff ~ has an R-order decomposition. Define a binary 
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relation on F(P,R) as follows: [8] >~R [0] iff there exists 8'  -z 8 such that 8 '  has an 
R-order decomposition and [8] ~>R [b] iff [8] - [b] >JR O. 
Example 3. Suppose P = {a,b,c,d}, R = {a - b>~0, c -  d~>0} and 
8=a-d-b+c.  
Then {a - b, c - d} is an R-order decomposition for 8. 
Example 4. Suppose P = {a,b,c,d,e, f ,#,h} and 
R {2a-5e+3b>~O,b-2d>~O,4e+f -a>~O,h+3f -b>>,O} 
and 
8=a+Sb-5c  4d +4e+ f .  
Then {2a+3b 5c, b -2d ,  b -2d ,4e+f -a}  is an R-order decomposition for 8. 
Proposition 3. (1) ~R & a partial order on F(P,R) compatible with the ~troup 
operation. 
(2) R is contained in >jR. 
(3) [8] ~>F [b] implies [8] ~>R [b]. 
(4) I f  [8] ~>R [b] then T F- 8>>,-b. 
(5) [8] ~>R [b] implies [8] ~>p [b]. 
Proof. (1) Since [2] - [2] -- [0] we have [2]~>R [2] and >~R is reflexive. Now sup- 
pose [5] >~R [0] and also [ -~]  ~>R [0]. Then both ~ and -g  have R-order decomposi- 
tions. Therefore, T F- 5= 0 and so [5] = [0]. So suppose [2] >JR [Y] and [y]  ~>e [5]. 
Then [2 ] -  [y]  ~>R [0] and [3 ; ] -  [2] ~>R [0] SO [2 ] -  [~] ---- [0]. Thus [2] = [.~] 
and >~R is antisymmetric. We now show compatibility with the group structure. Sup- 
pose [2] ~>R [y]  and [N] ~>R [2]. Then [Y] - [y]  has an R-order decomposition, say 
rl,rx . . . . .  ~j, and [N] -  [g] has an R-order decomposition, say sl,s: . . . . .  sk. Therefore, 
r l ,r2 . . . . .  ~, sl,s2 .. . .  ,Sk is an R-order decomposition for [2] - [y]  + [~] [g] and we 
have shown [2] + [~]  ~>R [Y] + [5]. Finally, if 2 >~R Y and T >~R z then [2] - [~;] ~>R [0] 
and [~] - [5 ]  ~>R [0]. So by the previously proved compatibility result we have [2] [5] 
~>R [0] and thus 2 ~>R g so >~R is transitive. 
(2) For any element of R, ?>~0, T is its own (trivial) R-order decomposition. 
(3) By (1) and (2) of this theorem and the results of Theorem 2 we know that 
(4) If  [8] ~>R {b] then [8] - [b] has an R-order decomposition. Since R C T and T 
also contains CA we have T ~ 8>~b. 
(5) Follows immediately from (4). [] 
This theorem shows explicitly what the minimal order on F(P,R) looks like because 
we have shown that ~>F = >~R. Therefore, [8] ~>F [b] iff 8 -  b has an R-order decom- 
position. This is a more formal way of stating the informal observation that the only 
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relations that end up in ~>F are those that are forced to be there by taking sums of 
inequalities (via CA) found in the original set of  relations R. 
Now suppose (P, ~>p) is a finite partially ordered set of  size n and let R be ~>e 
expressed in standard form, i.e. a ~>p b iff a - b ~> 0 E R. If R is derived from a partial 
order in this way we will abuse notation and call R a partial order. In fact, we will 
often write R = ~>p. If  R is a partial order then every element of  R, F~>0, is such 
that F has this form a -  b. Let 8 = alp1 +. . .  + anpn. By rearranging the order we 
may suppose al,a2,..., am are positive and am+l,... ,an are negative. Then Pos(~), the 
positive set of ~ is defined as 
Pos(~) = {(1, Pl ), (2, Pl ) . . . . .  (al, Pl ), ( 1, P2) .. . . .  (a2, P2) . . . . .  
(1,pro) . . . . .  (am, pro)} 
and Neg(~), the negative set of ~, is defined 
Neg(~) = {(1, Pm+l ), (2, Pro+l) . . . . .  (am+i, Pm+l ), (1, Pm+2 ) . . . . .  
(am+2, Pro+2 ). . . . .  ( I, Pn),..., (a,, p, )}. 
In other words, Pos(~) is the set of  elements appearing in ~ with positive coefficient, 
except we put in as many copies of  the element as the size of  the coefficient. Similarly 
for Neg(~). So ~ has an R-order decomposition iff there is a map d : Pos(~) ~ Neg(~) 
such that for all (m, Pi) E Pos(~), if d(m, Pi) = (l, pj) then Pi >~P j. In other words, 
has an R-order decomposition iff there is a pairing between the positive and negative 
elements of  ~ (with multiplicity) with each positive element being greater than or equal 
to its partner. We call this special R-order decomposition a pairin9 decomposition. 
Furthermore by examining the theory T we see that T ~- a = b iff T ~- a~>b and 
T ~- b ~> a. Thus, a ~ b iff a - b and b - a each have R-order decompositions. Since R 
is a partial order it is irreflexive and so a = b. So in this case all equivalence classes, 
[~], are singleton sets and we have shown: 
Proposition 4. I f  R is derived from a partial order (P, >~e) of cardinality n, then 
F(P,R) is just (isomorphic to) (Z n, >~R), the free abelian 9roup on n 9enerators 
with the orderin9 9iven by those vectors admittin9 a pairin9 of positive and negative 
elements. 
3. Embedding F(P, R) in IR n 
We now inquire as to when F(P,R) can be isomorphically embedded in some ~n 
(considered as an abelian pogroup with the standard product order) for arbitrary sets P 
and R. We have the following result giving an answer for the previous specific, though 
important, case. 
Theorem 1. Let (P, >~p) be a poset of cardinality n. Then F(P, >~p) & isomorphically 
embeddable in ~2". 
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Proof. By the previous theorem we may express an element of F(P, >>,p) as 
-d = alpl  + a2P2 _t_ . . .  -t- anPn. We define a map j : P -+ N2" as follows. Let 
p ,q  E P. For each proper, nonempty subset of P, A, define PA = 1 if p~>a for 
some a ~ A; otherwise PA = 0. Fix a linear order on the nonempty, proper subsets of 
P, AI,A2 .... ,A2,,-~'. Now define j (p )  = ( -  1, 1, p~,, PA2 . . . . .  PA,,,_: ). This mapping pre- 
serves order. For suppose q >~p . Then for all subsets of P, A, if  PA = 1 then q,4 = l 
by transitivity of ~>e. Thus j (q)>~j(p).  Therefore, by the universal property enjoyed 
by F(P, ~>p), we can extend j to a pogroup homomorphism f : F(P, >~e) ~ R 2''. In 
order to complete the proof we must show that if 
f (a) = a l j t (p l )  + . . .  + an f  (pn)>~O 
then 
-d= alp1 + ""  +anpn >~pO. 
Not only would this prove that no new relations are added in the image but it 
also demonstrates injectivity. To see this suppose we have shown this result and 
a l j ' (p l  ) + " .  + anj '(pn) = 0. Then 
al f (pl ) +""  + anf  (pn)>~O 
and 
al j ' (P l  ) +""  + anj'(pn)<~ O. 
Then by the result to be shown soon we would have 
alpl  + . "+anpn >~pO 
and 
alp1 + .. .  +anpn <~pO. 
But then 
alpl  + ' "+anpn =0,  
and we have already shown that all equivalence classes in F(P, >~p) are singletons o 
we have a|,a2 . . . . .  an are all 0 and f is injective. Now suppose j ' (~)  = a l j ' (p l  )+"  .+ 
anj ' (pn) >~0. We now show that j / (~)  admits a pairing decomposition. This is sufficient 
to complete the proof. First note that since the first two coordinates of each j ' (P i )=  
( -  1, 1 ) we have al + .  - • + an >~ 0 and al + .  • • + an ~< 0. Therefore, al + .  • • + an = 0 and 
card(Pos(8) = card(Neg(~)) = l (say). The first coordinates of each element of these 
sets just indexes the multiplicity. So let us consider these two sets as multisets (i.e. 
element repetitions allowed) by ignoring or deleting the first coordinates and renaming 
the elements: Pos(~) ---- {cl,c2 . . . . .  cl} and Neg(~) = {dl,d2 . . . . .  dl}. Thus, each ci and 
dk are images of  poset elements of  P under f .  We want to show that there is a pairing 
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of these two sets (cl,di,), (c2, di2) . . . . .  (Cl, di/) such that Ck/>di~ for each k. Define 
Ai = {cj: cj/>di} , i.e. Ai is the 'above set' of di. Now if we could choose a unique 
representative from each Ai simultaneously then we would have a pairing decomposition 
and we would be finished. There is a result from elementary combinatorics called the 
Marriage Theorem which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
such a set of  distinct representatives [1]. The Marriage Theorem says that it is necessary 
and sufficient o show that for any k<~l and any choice of indices {il . . . . .  ik) we have 
card(A i  I U Ai2 U . . .  g Aik)/>k. SO choose any k indices and consider (without loss of  
generality due to renaming) H = A1U...UAk. Let S = {dl}U{dz}U- . .U{dk}.  The di 
are not necessarily distinct so card(S)<k.  Consider r = (a l j ' (p l )+ ' ' '  + anj'(p,))s, 
i.e. the S-coordinate of  the vector. Since f (~) /> 0 we have r/> 0. Notice that r is a sum 
of - l ' s  and + 1 's. Each element of  S contributes -1  to the sum for each appearance in
Neg(a), i.e. its contribution to r is its multiplicity times -1 .  The positive contribution to 
r is simply card(A1UA2U...UAk). Since r/>0 we must have card(AiUAzU...UAk)>~k 
and the proof is complete. [] 
We now discuss some necessary conditions for embedding F(P,R) in A n. First note 
that if 
(jr~ ,jr2 . . . . .  jrn ) /> (0, O,..., O) 
in [~n for some positive integer j then 
(rl, r2, . . . , rn)/>(0,0 .... ,0). 
NOW in general if j8  />F 0 in F(P,R) it is not necessarily true that 8/>F 0. This is 
because usually the latter is not formally deducible from the former. Thus, adding 
these relations to R is a necessary condition for embedding F(P,R) in N". Also, recall 
that an Archimedean order is an order such that for all a, b > 0 there exists some 
positive integer j such that ja/> b. ~ is not Archimedean. For example, in R 2 there 
does not exist j such that j (1,0)/>(2, 2). However, N" is a pseudo-Archimedean poset 
in the sense that for all ~,b > 0 there exists some positive integer j such that j8  
is incomparable to b. Therefore, if F(P,R) is embeddable in N" we must have that 
F(P,R) is pseudo-Archimedean. This property we can show holds in general. We need 
to use the following result which is a consequence of the compactness theorem [2]. 
Lemma 3. Suppose T is an infinite first-order theory such that 
T = T1UT2U. . .  
and such that for every n, Ti U ... U Tn has a model which is not a model of 
T1 U • • - U Tn+l. Then T is not finitely axiomatizable. 
Proof. If T is finitely axiomatizable by a finite theory S then there exists a finite subset 
of  T, T ~, such that T' ~ S. Since S ~ T we have T' ~ T. But since T ~ is finite there 
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exists Ti such that T'C Ti. By assumption Ti has a model, M, which is not a model 
of Ti+l. But M is a model of T and F/+t C_ T, a contradiction. [] 
Proposition 5. Let T be the theory of abelian, partially ordered groups U{d~<b. 
2-d<~b ... . .  n~<~-b .... }. Then T is not finitely axiomatizable. 
Proof. By the previous lemma it suffices to find, for arbitrary n, an abelian pogroup 
which models 
but not 
R,+I = {a~<b,2~<b . . . . .  n-d<~b,(n + 1)~<~b}. 
Consider F(P,R,). Clearly F(P, Rn) ~ Rn. But F(P,R~) ~: (n + l)a~<b because if it 
did then b -  (n + 1)a would have a R,-order decomposition. Clearly, this is impossible 
because each element of any sum of elements of Rn will contribute one b to the sum, 
making it impossible to have the sum add up to b (n + 1)a. [] 
Proposition 6. I f  R is a finite set oj relations then F(P,R) is a pseudo-Archimedean 
poser. 
Proof. Suppose R is finite and F(P,R) is not pseudo-Archimedean. Then there exist 
~ ,b>F0 such that 8~<Fb, 28~<yb .... ,nS~<sb .... Let T be the finite theory of 
abelian, partially ordered groups with the relations of R. Then T ? 8 - b ~< 0, T k- 
28 -b  ~< 0,. . . ,  T ~- nS-b  ~< 0,.. .  But T is finite and by the previous theorem the theory 
containing all these inequalities is not finitely axiomatizable, a contradiction. Therefore, 
F(P,R) is pseudo-Archimedean. []
4. Future work 
We have seen that a sufficient condition for embeddability of F(P,R) in N" is that 
R is the set of  relations of a poset and we have seen several necessary conditions 
including the fact that F(P,R) must be pseudo-Archimedean. 
Open Question 1. What are necessary and sufficient conditions such that F(P,R) is 
embeddable in R"? 
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